Role: Associate

Base Location: Dusseldorf, Frankfurt am Main

If you are driven and committed with strong team ethic, ready to challenge and be challenged then Infosys Germany Graduate Hiring Program is for you!

As an Associate, you will work on exciting projects with some of the largest companies in the world. You’ll be solving innovative cyber security problems for our clients, you’ll have opportunities to explore & achieve the most effective results, working in a collaborative global environment.

We provide a technical cum consulting career path with the opportunity to be ‘hands-on’ and get involved in the exciting Cyber Security field. We value lifelong learning, creative thinking and foster a growing culture. Come amplify your potential and become your very best. As part of the induction and training, you will be provided a highly skilled training program from one of the renowned universities in the world.

Qualification:

Basic:

Bachelor’s Degree or equivalent – preferred majors in Computer Science, Management Information Systems, or other related majors that provide foundational knowledge in one or more Cyber Security areas like infrastructure security, identity & access management, data security, application testing etc.

Preferred exposure:

- Understanding fundamentals of information/cyber security
- Good to have understanding of software development life cycle
- Good understanding of general business/industry processes is necessary – An internship or a short-term work in an industry and associated learning is preferred

What we expect:

- Willingness to learn new skills to cope up with the ever changing security field
- Flexibility and willingness to learn new skills
- Ability to work collaboratively with global project teams in a multi-cultural environment
- Fluent German and English skills
- Strong problem solving and analytical skills
- Willingness to travel anywhere within Germany

What you can expect:

- Opportunity to work on challenging engagements for global companies
- Opportunity to leverage university/vendor tie ups for taking up CyberSecurity courses/trainings
- Be part of a growing team

Applicants for employment in Europe should possess work authorisation which does not require sponsorship by the employer, as we are unable to sponsor work visas at this time.

We are an equal opportunity employer and the position is open for male/female/diverse candidates. The position might require to relocate within Germany.
About Us

Infosys is a global leader in next-generation digital services and consulting. We enable clients in 46 countries to navigate their digital transformation.

With nearly four decades of experience in managing the systems and workings of global enterprises, we expertly steer our clients through their digital journey. We do it by enabling the enterprise with an AI-powered core that helps prioritize the execution of change. We also empower the business with agile digital at scale to deliver unprecedented levels of performance and customer delight. Our always-on learning agenda drives their continuous improvement through building and transferring digital skills, expertise, and ideas from our innovation ecosystem.

To learn more about Infosys and see our ideas in action please visit us at www.Infosys.com